LETTERS

Restaurant will enhance downtown

EDITOR: The Matheson is a great project for Healdsburg. This restaurant will enhance downtown. It will be a huge part of that attraction. Our visitors and guests will only enhance our beautiful downtown. Our visitors and guests have made a huge impact on the local economy. In addition to adding a new dining venue, Dustin's proposal to improve the parking lot as well as the facade of the local economy. In addition to adding a new dining venue, Dustin's proposal to improve the parking lot as well as the facade of the local economy. The Matheson will enhance downtown. The Matheson will enhance downtown.

Dustin Valette speaks to project
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If you need to make changes to the rules already in place the rules already in place. There should be a meeting just for the people of Healdsburg to voice their opinions for change but it should not be at the meetings that were for the approval of the restaurant. Some of the people we have been hearing from want to change rules already in place. Dustin Valette speaks to project. Dustin Valette speaks to project. Valette speaks to project. Dustin Valette speaks to project.
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Healdsburg in a very positive and productive way. Dustin Valette speaks to project. Dustin Valette speaks to project. Valette speaks to project. Dustin Valette speaks to project.

It just seems to me that there should be rules required to build upon a restaurant that the new owners cannot comply with and then get approved right from the start. If they must get a new restaurant in place they should be able to comply with any new rules that are ruled.
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Our visitors and guests have made a huge impact on the local economy. The Matheson will enhance downtown.

Please support The Matheson project, it will be a great addition to the Healdsburg downtown area.

Dustin Valette

Michael and Valerie Thompson

Healdsburg

Restaurant is great for downtown

EDITOR: The Matheson is a great project for Healdsburg. This restaurant will enhance downtown. It will be a huge part of that attraction. Our visitors and guests will only enhance our beautiful downtown. Our visitors and guests have made a huge impact on the local economy. The Matheson will enhance downtown.

As you might know, my great-grandfather, Honore Valette, was a baker. He migrated from France and started opening bakeshops in the Bay Area. He moved to Healdsburg and his first bakery was at 106 Matheson St., the existing Fabrications location. He ran it back then and it was a thriving bakery into the 1920s. He was the first baker in Healdsburg. Dustin Valette is from France and learned from his grandfather. Dustin runs the bakery that his grandfather ran. Dustin Valette is from France and learned from his grandfather. Dustin runs the bakery that his grandfather ran. Dustin Valette is from France and learned from his grandfather. Dustin runs the bakery that his grandfather ran.
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